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My name is William Nantt and I serve as a Caltrans Landscape Specialist in District 4 which covers 
the San Francisco Bay Area. There are three Landscape Specialists in District 4. I cover Alameda 
and Contra Costa Counties. We are all licensed Pest Control Advisors. Each part of the Bay Area 
presents its own vegetation management challenges and today I’ll mainly cover the ones I face on 
a regular basis. 

Imagine facing the daily challenge of engaging people who don’t respect you. People who feel 
you’re out of touch. Emotional peole who consider you clueless and an obstacle to getting anything 
done. Well I’m not talking about people in the Bay Area, I’m speaking of living in a house with 
two junior high aged teens with smartphones. With that juxtaposition in mind, working in the Bay 
Area seems completely manageable. 

I usually get sympathetic looks when I tell people where I work. The perception is that you can’t 
get anything done in the Bay Area. Most people think everyone you encounter is an activist with 
an agenda of some sort and write the entire area off as a place unfriendly to business. While there 
is truth to these perceptions you’d be ill served to take such a simplified view. I’ll cover my 
experience with these matters in today’s presentation. 

Bay Area folks have a well-deserved reputation of being against vegetation removal and often even 
vegetation management of any sort. Many feel all vegetation including invasive weeds should 
remain in a “natural” state. We of course know that there is nothing natural about the vegetation in 
this mainly urban environment and these opposing views are the front lines of an ongoing battle. 

This vegetation mentality is not without merit. Imagine growing up in a world where creeks and 
rivers are mainly channeled concrete with dense civilization butted up against it. Imagine driving 
down freeways of endless soundwalls and mega concrete structures. Just getting from point A to 
point B involves sitting in stop and go traffic with a seemingly unchanging view. In Lodi where I 
grew up and still live there are open spaces and a nice river. Even the irrigation canals are more 
inviting than the waterways of the Bay Area. 

Due to an excellent climate, job availability, higher than average pay and lenient attitudes, the Bay 
Area is a popular place to live. Most of the Bay Area is much too expensive to migrate to and for 
that reason the East Bay is one of the fastest growing locations in California. With rapid population 
growth on top of already dense population conditions you get corresponding issues that need to be 
solved. 
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If you looked at a satellite view of the Bay Area at night you would see there is actually a fair 
amount of open space and might wonder why that is. Basically, the flatland areas of the Bay Area 
have been developed. In addition, areas near the bay have been modified for commerce and foothill 
areas claimed for more expensive housing. There has been an anti-sprawl desire in most of the Bay 
Area for decades. Hundreds of thousands of acres adjacent to these areas are in a state of 
preservation and will never be developed. This preservation desire separates the Bay Area from 
what has happened in the Los Angeles basin. 

I’ll cover just a few of the problems associated with the aforementioned geographical realities and 
vegetation preservation mentalities. The first one is the federal Water Board system and the 
associated NPDES permit. Another satellite view shows how most of the developed areas 
surrounding the bay go right up to the water. When we used to have rain events in California there 
wasn’t much preventing all the fluids and debris from washing directly into the bay. Consequently 
the Boards that govern the Bay Area take a strict view of what happens around the bay involving 
water. As you might imagine with all the Caltrans managed freeways close to the bay they take a 
keen interest in Caltrans maintenance activities. They do challenge certain spray activities and 
their perception appears to be that our herbicides are washing directly into the bay. I have seen no 
evidence of that however and will change our BMPs if faced with evidence. They don’t seem to 
respect label language in my experience and we have discussed these sorts of issues. The people 
I’ve spoken to didn’t even know the difference between a pre and post emergent herbicide 
application. Fortunately for our spray program the Boards are currently going after the litter issue 
in earnest. Litter is a much less abstract concept than herbicide use and easily spotted. It is, 
however, warm and fuzzy compared to “chemicals”. 

Wildfire danger is ever-present in California and the Bay Area is no exception. A variety of factors 
make the Bay Area even more susceptible to wildfire than many other parts of the state. One of 
them is my previous mention of the regional reluctance to allow vegetation removal. Another is 
the number of vegetated, non-irrigated areas located in close proximity to dense population centers. 
Ignition sources also contribute to the danger. In addition to the obvious vehicle sources are the 
large number of homeless who live in vegetated areas near to developed areas but hidden from 
view. 

The Oakland Hills fire of 1991 opened a lot of eyes to wildfire potential. That October saw an 
apparently quenched fire rekindle and permanently change the lives of thousands of people. In all, 
1525 acres were burned, 25 deaths reported, 3,354 homes destroyed and 437 apartment units lost. 
The monetary damage exceeded 1.5 billion dollars. Many building codes changed and fire 
awareness increased but with each passing year the passion subsides. It you visit the area today 
you’ll see mature Eucalyptus trees and broom covering the hillsides. The homeowners who 
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sustained losses from the fire are adamant about removing fuel, and the people who have moved 
in since are just as adamant about keeping vegetation. 

The Bay Area is a popular spot for launching federal injunctions. The entire state is bound by the 
Red Legged Frog Injunction but the Bay Area counties are constantly threatened with additional 
ones. The so-called Gobi 11 is one example. These injunctions never seem to get resolved so you 
just end up moving on. 

Some of Caltrans' problems are self-inflicted. Many of our designs are not practical from a 
maintenance standpoint and resources are seldom sufficient for the need. I’ve said many times that 
“maintenance is not sexy” and the money flows to concrete and steel instead. 

As an optimistic person I wouldn’t conclude this presentation without offering some solutions to 
the problems I’ve highlighted. The first step while working in a complicated place like the Bay 
Area is to define success in advance. This isn’t like working in Pixley. You can think of it as guiding 
a load of barges loaded with toxic waste down a river with a million people watching from the 
shoreline. My first advice is don’t make any sudden movements. Make considerate movements 
and always keep your eyes up looking for danger. 

There are a lot of passionate people in the region. Make that work for you. Not all passion is 
misguided. Engage small groups of people with the goal of mutual respect. You have more in 
common with these people than you might think. Explain what your goals are and entertain 
suggestions. It’s an opportunity to show people the complexity of some of the challenges you face. 

Collective solutions are a great way to tackle problems. Partnering with other agencies with 
common goals really works. Every bureaucracy has strengths and weaknesses. Utilize the expertise 
of more than one agency to fill in the gaps. One such partnership is between Caltrans, East Bay 
Regional Parks and Dow Agro. Together we have been restoring endangered species habitat at the 
Hayward Regional Shoreline over the last three years. The results have been spectacular with huge 
numbers gains for the California Least Tern. In addition Caltrans is involved in an invasive weed 
abatement project with the City of Richmond, Contra Costa County and the Chevron Corporation. 
I anticipate more such partnerships in the future. 

A valuable tool for Caltrans is IVM. Many people scoff at IVM but you can’t perform weed 
management in the Bay Area without it. Proper IVM starts with good design. With minimal 
maintenance resources available, design with vegetation management in mind is paramount. Good 
design takes into consideration major issues such as water use, herbicide use reduction, homeless 
pressure, green waste reduction, aesthetics and of course worker safety. 
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Some of the IVM practices we employ are guardrail treatments, grazing animals, mulch, mowing 
and use of herbicides. Caltrans has achieved nearly 80% reduction in herbicide use over the last 
22 years. This would not be possible without IVM. 

Training is a critical element to a successful vegetation management program. There is a big 
turnover in personnel annually in Caltrans maintenance. People promote and jockey to find jobs 
closer to home to avoid driving great distances in the heavy traffic. Local knowledge is often not 
passed down so regular training is essential. Mandated training is not enough to be honest. The 
mandated annual pesticide handler training is obsolete in my opinion. Additional training has to 
be provided. It’s difficult to believe calibration training is not mandated for spray personnel. 

Having the proper equipment for the job is essential. With worker safety in mind Caltrans uses 
large spray trucks to mitigate the danger of being struck by passing vehicles. The next generation 
vehicles are just now coming on the line. The workhouse spray rig is a 1000 gallon capacity vehicle 
equipped with the new Midtech Legacy computer injection system. The rig has GPS capability 
and daily spray reports can be downloaded from the computer in the truck and transferred to a 
laptop or desktop and then used to generate spray reports and records. Another vehicle being 
delivered is a 2500 gallon capacity spray tanker. It is also equipped with the Legacy system and 
can spray 50 acres of roadside firestrip without refilling. That equals 100 miles at 50 gallons per 
acre. 

Excellent recordkeeping is critical in the Bay Area. Of course recordkeeping is mandated by law 
but you will be well served to take it to another level. When you are being challenged by outside 
groups and other entities on their perceived notion of how you are managing vegetation, it helps 
to have the facts handy. Of course facts don’t always carry much weight with emotional people, 
but they do in court. 

A couple of things I’ve learned about dealing with agitated groups of people: do not appear at a 
meeting of angry people on their home turf. You can meet with representatives of these groups but 
do so at a neutral site. Remember to take names and use them. Remember mutual respect will serve 
you well. Another good policy is to have in your records canned responses to typical complaints. 
Don’t try to reinvent the wheel every time someone calls to complain that you are poisoning the 
earth. 

Finally I want to briefly mention the future. Who knows what the future holds for transportation 
in the Bay Area. I only know that the future comes faster there. You have to be flexible and no 
matter how creative the solutions, the weeds will be there stronger than ever. 
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